Advancements in Hybrid Implant-Supported Restorations
Functional improvements yield more esthetic and durable dentition

By Hugh Flax, DDS, FICOI

The public’s perception of tooth loss is rapidly changing. The replacement of missing teeth in traditional dentistry focused on restoring the lost tooth with dentures and bridges to provide chewing function. This approach did not address the bone condition and prevent future bone loss, however. This bone loss often caused an “aging of the face.” Implantology has opened the door for people to be no longer dentally handicapped. Now they can look more attractive, be healthier, and live fuller lives. Patients’ demands for reaching those goals are increasing as well. They are looking for more lifelike results in a more affordable and efficient manner.

The evolution of materials and technology—a confluence of smile design, biomechanical engineering, and polymer chemistry—has enabled dental teams (ie, restorative dentists, surgeons, and lab technicians) to deliver better results than ever before. No longer does “guesswork” come into play for any immediate prosthetic restoration. Rehabilitation is no longer the norm; rehabilitation is the “new standard.”

Case Presentation
A 54-year-old woman with a history of Bell’s palsy presented with a chief complaint of, “My front teeth are unstable and shifting, and I am ready to overhaul my teeth.” She was very anxious about pain and treatment effects on appearance and speech. Her previous dental history included generalized crown and bridge work that was esthetically compromised by refractory periodontal disease and two attempted surgical interventions. Over the previous 8 years, the patient had also received episodic care for inflammatory emergencies and bonding to repair root decay and esthetics. Functionally, signs of tooth wear were noted. Esthetically, the patient’s smile was not pleasing and gingival display was moderate. Furthermore, the Bell’s palsy had created an asymmetry in lip dynamics.

Because the patient was very demanding, all these factors were noted for managing realistic expectations (Figure 1).

Given the level of infection, it was agreed to remove the entire dentition and source of periodontal infection and start with immediate dentures that would promote more ideal conditions for implant reconstruction. Because the patient was not tolerant of the instability and contours of conventional dentures, she declined the classic sinus augmentation procedures and opted for a plan using NobelActive™ implants (Nobel Biocare, www.nobelbiocare.com). The plan called for using six upper and five lower implants following the American Academy of Implant Dentistry’s recommendations and a modified version of Balshi’s Teeth In A Day® protocol. In addition, pterygomaxillary implants would be placed distal to the sinus as they have been predictable in decreasing cantilever effects in the maxilla.

Critical components to the success of hybrid prostheses involve creating enough restorative space above the implant to also create harmonious occlusion, esthetics, and function. Because implantology is more successful when it is prosthodontically driven, it was critical to do careful presurgical planning not only radiographically, but also when creating a pretreatment facial analysis. This enabled...
Furthermore, the tooth selection must allow for the previous goals to be achieved.

Fortunately, dental manufacturers have responded to meet this growing need in the marketplace. Mondial® teeth (Heraeus Kulzer, www.heraeus-dental.com) have lifelike color and texture, well-documented durability using 5% to 10% inorganic nanofillers (silica) that can handle the rigors of implant hybrid restorations, and an anatomic design that allows for lingualized axially directed bite forces that creates long-term results prosthetically and for the implants. For this patient, and many others, the future is bright (Figure 5).

Conclusion

The replacement of teeth with implants was once thought to be science fiction. Continual advancement in implant design, bone manipulation, bioengineering, and dental material allows dental professionals to help patients renew their lives with more esthetic and durable dentition.
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